What is Holistic Impact Analysis?

Holistic impact analysis consists in understanding the actual and potential positive and negative impacts associated with your business across the spectrum of environmental, social and economic issues.

Holistic impact analysis serves to anticipate and manage unintended consequences and risks, and to leverage the interconnectedness of impact areas into innovative business solutions with better cost to impact ratios.
The best risk management strategy combined with the best business development strategy

The Sustainability perspective:

‘Stakeholders are interested about multiple sustainability topics, from climate change to pollution, equality and equal opportunities for all – and the list is only getting longer.’

The Risk perspective:

‘From a risk perspective the scene is getting incredibly complex. As our understanding of impacts unfolds, we see that sustainability topics are dynamic and deeply interrelated; addressing one issue may have unintended consequences on another and topics can gain prominence overnight.”

The Business perspective:

‘While our clients and investors are increasingly interested in sustainable products, it’s not always clear how to build a bigger pipeline without SDG-washing of any kind.’

The Strategy & Management perspective:

‘As crisis follows crisis, from climate change, to Covid 19 to economic downturn, the question becomes: what strategies can we and our clients put in place? How do we future-proof business models?’
How does it work?

An iterative, action-oriented methodology:

1. Identification
   - Identification of your company’s most significant impact areas based on the nature of your business and the sustainability needs of the countries in which you operate.

2. Assessment
   - Assessment of your company’s current practice and performance vis-à-vis its most significant impact areas.

3. Action
   - Business strategy development & target-setting based on a 360° review of your company’s impact status and possibilities.
One methodology, several tools

- **Portfolio Impact Analysis Tool for Banks**: "Top-down" analysis of banking portfolios
- **Corporate Impact Analysis Tool**: "Bottom-up" analysis of corporate clients and investees
- **Investment Portfolio Impact Analysis Tool**: "Top-down" analysis of investment portfolios
- **Real Estate Impact Analysis Tool**: "Bottom-up" analysis of real estate assets and 'top-down' analysis of real estate portfolios

All tools are available open source at: unepfi.org/positive-impact
Supported by a set of unique impact mappings

**Sector/impact map**

Considers the positive and negative associations between sectors (e.g. car manufacturing) and impact areas (e.g. resource efficiency), and highlights sectors/activities that are 'key' that are key to the different impact areas. This means they are either indispensable to the fulfilment of an impact area, or severely undermining an impact area.

**Needs map/repository**

Provides a repertoire of international data and statistics and additional guidance to assess the level of country needs (low, moderate, high or very high) vis a vis impact areas (e.g. Morocco and employment).

The impact mappings are based on internationally recognized standards, data and research.
How can the Tools help companies meet their sustainability commitments?

The Tools can support financial institutions in a number of ways:

- Enable banks meet their impact analysis requirements (step one of PRB implementation) and thus prepare for meaningful target-setting (step two), in line with the PRB accountability framework.
- Enable financial institutions to engage and work with their clients and investees as part of their efforts to align portfolios with global goals alignment.
- Strengthen financial institutions reporting and accountability through the main sustainability disclosure frameworks and standards.
A growing community of practice
Get involved

Impact Analysis & Management
Working Groups

UNEP FI’s Tools are co-constructed and iterated with the practitioner community to ensure their practicality and useability.

Join the Working Groups to contribute to the on-going development of the Tools.

Implementation
Support

Implementation support sessions are regularly available for UNEP FI members to address questions, and exchange with peers. Recordings are available for replay on demand.

For more information

Website
unepfi.org/positive-impact

General enquiries
positiveimpact@unepfi.org
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